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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we present the results of a first series of laboratory experiments carried out in a large

experimental apparatus, aimed at reproducing a typical lagoonal environment subject to tidal forcings.

The experiments were designed in order to improve our understanding of the main processes governing

tidal network initiation and its progressive morphodynamic evolution. During the experiments we

observed the growth and development of tidal networks and analyzed their most relevant geomorphic

features, taking into account the role played by the characteristics of the tidal forcing in driving the

development of channeled patterns. The synthetic networks displayed geomorphic features which

compare favorably with those of actual networks, showing that our experimental framework proves

useful for analyzing the processes governing the formation and evolution of tidal channel networks. In

particular, the synthetic networks develop via headward growth driven by the exceedance of a critical

bottom shear stress, and display width-to-depth ratios and seaward exponential widening in

accordance with observational evidence. Furthermore experimental networks reproduce statistical

network characteristics of geomorphic relevance, such as the exponential probability distribution of

unchanneled path lengths.

& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Channel networks are widespread morphological features of
tidal systems that exert a strong control on hydrodynamics,
sediment dynamics and nutrient circulations within intertidal
habitats. Improving our understanding of the chief landforming
processes driving their ontogeny and long-term evolution is an
intriguing problem, and a critical step when addressing issues of
conservation of tidal systems, exposed to the effects of climate
changes and human interference. A wide literature exists,
describing the hydrodynamics of tidal systems and their mor-
phodynamic evolution (see, e.g., Allen, 2000; Friedrichs and Perry,
2001; Fagherazzi and Overeem, 2007; de Swart and Zimmerman,
2009 for thorough reviews). In spite of the fundamental role in
driving the eco-morphological evolution of tidal basins, only in
the last few years mathematical and numerical models analyzing
the morphogenesis and long-term morphodynamic evolution of
tidal channels have been proposed (see, e.g., Schuttelaars and de
Swart, 2000; Fagherazzi and Furbish, 2001; Lanzoni and Seminara,
2002; Fagherazzi and Sun, 2004; D’Alpaos et al., 2005, 2006;
Marciano et al., 2005; Perillo et al., 2005; Kirwan and Murray,
2007; Temmerman et al., 2007). Moreover, even though the
development of tidal channel networks has been analyzed both

through field observations and conceptual models (Pestrong,
1965; Redfield, 1965; French and Stoddart, 1992; Gardner and
Bohn, 1980; Ashley and Zeff, 1988), a comprehensive rational
framework describing the processes governing the initiation and
development of tidal networks is still lacking.

The incision and subsequent elaboration of a channel network
on a tidal platform is one of the chief morphological processes
involved in the evolution of an intertidal area. The structure of the
channel network generally depends on the geometry of the lagoon
as well as on the particular morphologic unit (i.e., tidal flat or salt
marsh) drained by the network. For example, the locations of
major channels in most natural salt marshes are likely inherited
either from terrestrial drainage (Gardner and Bohn, 1980; Knight-
on et al., 1992; Kelley et al., 1995), constraints of underlying
bedrock (Leonard et al., 1995) or from tidal channels previously
incised over tidal flats (Marani et al., 2003; Redfield, 1972).

The evolution of a terrestrial stream into a tidal creek implies a
costal land area subject to slow submergence, allowing the
gradual formation of salt marshes growing both landwards over
formerly terrestrial environments and vertically at a rate deter-
mined by sea-level rise. Creek geometry progressively adjusts to
an increasing tidal prism and the geometric characteristics of
meandering bends vary accordingly (Gardner and Bohn, 1980).

Tidal creeks can also evolve under the control of marine
conditions in the quiet tidal bodies formed landward of offshore
spits or barrier islands. The structure of the creek network can
either result from a progressive extension of fringing marshes
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onto shoaling sand/mud flats (e.g., Barnstable Lagoon described
by Redfield, 1972) or as a consequence of a breach in the barrier
island leading to the formation of a tidal inlet. In the first case the
creeks draining the fringing marshes appear to be relicts of
channels constrained by the progressive coalescence of vegetation
patches initially colonizing the tidal flats. Each downstream (ebb)
creek segment generated by this mechanism will acquire a
drainage area and a tidal prism which will remain constant as
long as sea level is stable (Gardner and Bohn, 1980). Conversely,
the network of channels departing from a tidal inlet incised
through a barrier island elongates through headward erosion,
locally accommodating the channel cross section to the tidal
prism.

In any case, the process of network incision is generally agreed
to be a rather rapid one on the geologic time scale characterizing
the evolution of a lagoon. The gross structure of the channel
network likely forms when, starting from an early open water
stage, a lagoon progressively fills with sediment up to an elevation
at which the accretion surface favors the concentration of tidal
fluxes, possibly induced by the presence of small perturbations of
bottom elevations. This flux concentration produces an excess in
bed shear stress determining channel incision which, in turn,
favors a further flux concentration, on the basis of a positive
feedback mechanism which leads to the development of the
observed tidal patterns (e.g., Beeftink and Rozema, 1988; French
and Stoddart, 1992; Fagherazzi and Furbish, 2001; D’Alpaos et al.,
2006; Temmerman et al., 2007).

The basic structure of channel network thus formed does not
change significantly as the lagoon surface further accretes up,
adapting to variations in the local tidal prism. In the presence of a
sufficient sediment supply an accretionary balance can be
attained as the lagoonal surface reaches a base level (Nichols
and Boon, 1994) at which the sediment bed is strongly affected by
the action of waves and currents, eventually keeping pace with
the relative sea level rise. At this stage of the evolution, erosion
and redeposition are particularly active, favoring sediment sorting
and transition of tidal-flat surfaces to salt marshes. As soon as the
tidal landscape is colonized by halophytic vegetation, the
configuration of the network becomes frozen and can, from then
on, only undergo minor, relatively slow changes immaterial to its
basic structure. The major features of channelized patterns
dissecting the salt marshes thus appear to be inherited from
previously existing sand- or mud-flat underlying marsh deposits.
Sufficiently thick vegetation, in fact, tends to counteract lateral
channel migration while bank undercutting and slumping favors
the formation and growth of meanders (Gabet, 1998; Garofalo,
1980; Redfield, 1972). When the latter mechanism prevails, the
resulting meander bends are much more tight than those
observed in alluvial systems, tidal flats and fresh water marshes
(Ashley and Zeff, 1988).

Towards the goal of gaining further knowledge into the
description of some of the physical processes responsible for tidal
network ontogeny, in the present paper we report the results of a
first series of laboratory experiments carried out in a large
experimental apparatus, schematizing a back-barrier lagoonal
environment subject to tidal forcings. To our knowledge, no other
laboratory experiments have been so far pursued to analyze the
processes governing the initial formation and subsequent devel-
opment of a tidal channel network on a coastal lagoon that forms
behind of a barrier island. Indeed, the existing laboratory
experiments, i.e., those carried out by Reynolds (1889, 1890,
1891) and Tambroni et al. (2005), addressed different issues. In
particular, Reynolds’ (1889, 1890, 1891) experiments, performed in
a rectangular basin about 4 m long and 1.2 m wide, mimicking an
estuary rather than a lagoon, mainly aimed at investigating the
action of tidal currents on the distribution of sands in estuarine

systems. On the other hand, Tambroni et al. (2005) analyzed the
morphodynamic evolution of the bottom of a single straight tidal
channel (about 24 m long and 30 cm wide), closed at one end and
connected at the other end to a rectangular basin representing the
sea.

The network dynamics investigated in the present experiments
can be regarded as representative of the processes occurring in the
back region of a tidal inlet when the tidal flats, owing to the
progressive lagoon infilling (depositional scenario), becomes
shallow enough to be significantly affected by tidal currents.
Alternatively, the experimental apparatus schematizes the con-
sequences of a new tidal inlet which forms in a barrier island
owing to storm overwash of sea waves across the barrier crest or
human activities related to marsh reclamation (erosional scenar-
io). In particular, we will try to answer such questions as: Is it
possible to observe experimentally the formation of a tidal
channel network even in the presence of a cohesionless sediment
bed? What are the processes governing the initial channel
network formation? Does the channel network evolve towards
an equilibrium state? Do the laboratory network configurations
exhibit morphologic features similar to those observed in nature?

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the experimental apparatus, the numerical models used
to analyze our results, and address scaling issues for transferring
the experimental data to real settings. Section 3 reports on the
experiments and related results. In Section 4 we analyze the
relevant morphometric features of the observed networks,
through the use of simplified and a complete hydrodynamic
models, further discussing similarities and differences with
respect to their real counterparts. Moreover, we set the experi-
mental findings within the context of the current available
literature. Finally, Section 5 draws a set of conclusions and some
remarks on forthcoming developments.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental apparatus

The experiments were carried out on a large indoor apparatus,
schematically depicted in Fig. 1a and b, which consists of two
adjoining basins representing the sea and a back-barrier lagoon
environment.

The lagoon basin is 5.3 m long and 4.0 m wide, while the much
deeper adjacent sea basin is 1.6 m long and 4.0 m wide. The sea is
separated from the lagoon by a barrier of wooden panels;
the lagoon inlet (whose shape and width have been varied in
the different experiments, as summarized in Table 1) is located in
the middle of this barrier, while in front of the inlet a shelf enables
us to represent the gentle slope of the sea bed (Fig. 1a and b).

The tide (Fig. 1c) is generated at the sea by a vertical steel
sharp-edge weir, oscillating vertically. The water continuously
flowing over the weir is collected in a separate tank, where a set of
pumps recirculates the flow. The motion of the weir is driven by
an ad hoc developed software which reproduces a sinusoidal tide
of fixed amplitude and period, oscillating around a prescribed
average level (Fig. 1c). The precise generation of a prescribed tide
in laboratory experiments is a quite demanding task: A suitable
software has been developed that continuously corrects the
motion of the weir on the basis of a feedback mechanism
instantaneously controlled by water-levels measured at the sea,
through ultrasonic probes (Fig. 1a and b).

The spatial distribution of bed elevations within the lagoon is
surveyed through a computer driven pantograph. The apparatus
consists of a laser system (300mm resolution) which measures
bottom elevations with an accuracy of 71 mm and a planimetric
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resolution 1 cm� 1 cm. The laser is coupled to an ultrasonic probe
which simultaneously gauges the associated water level. This
latter measurement is used to determine the local flow depth and
to correct laser measurements from refractions effects induced by
the presence of the water. The bathymetric survey of the bottom is
carried out without drying the sediment surface, thus avoiding
undesired perturbations of bottom topography.

At the beginning of each experiment, the bed of the lagoon
consists of a nearly uniform layer of sediments (thick enough to
prevent the erosion of the sediment layer up to the concrete
bottom), which is leveled in order to obtain a flat horizontal
bottom as initial condition for the experiments. The sediments
used in the experiments are cohesionless plastic grains, with a

density of 1041 kg=m3, ensuring the sediment to be transported
throughout most of the tidal cycle with the values of friction
velocity typically generated in the present experiments. The
cohesionless plastic grains are characterized by a nearly uniform
grain size distribution, with a median grain size, d50, of 0.8 mm
(Fig. 1d).

2.2. Hydrodynamic models

The relevant morphometric features of the observed tidal
networks have been analyzed through the procedure proposed by
Rinaldo et al. (1999a) and refined by Marani et al. (2003), which
allows one to delineate drainage directions, unchanneled flow
lengths, and contributing areas to any channel cross section. The
method basically simplifies the two-dimensional shallow water
equations to a Poisson boundary value problem, solving for the
spatial distribution of free surface elevations, and deduces
drainage directions from the related water surface gradients
(see, e.g., Rinaldo et al., 1999a, b; Marani et al., 2003 for a detailed
description).

The hydrodynamic flow field which, for a given bed config-
uration, establishes within the lagoon has been investigated by
solving numerically the two-dimensional shallow water equa-
tions, suitably modified to deal with flooding and drying
processes in very irregular domains. We refer the interested
reader to D’Alpaos and Defina (1995, 2007), Defina (2000), and
Carniello et al. (2005) for a detailed description of these modified
shallow water equations, the numerical techniques adopted, and
model validation.

2.3. Scaling arguments

The present experiments are not designed to simulate on a
reduced scale the initial growth and subsequent development of
an actual tidal network at a specific site (hereinafter denoted as
prototype). Nevertheless, in order to assess whether and to what
extent the present results can be transferred to reality it is of
interest to analyze the dimensionless parameters that govern the
propagation of a periodic long wave in a mobile bed tidal basin.
Let us first consider the classical two-dimensional shallow water
equations of momentum and mass conservation, written in the
dimensionless form:
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where the components U and V of depth-averaged flow speed
along the longitudinal and transverse directions x and y, the local
flow depth D, the water surface elevation H, time t, and the flow
conductance C have been scaled as follows:
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Here L�0 is a characteristic planar length scale, D�0 is the average
flow depth of the tidal basin, U�0 is a typical value of the depth-
averaged flow speed, o� is the angular frequency of the forcing
tide, having an amplitude a�, and C0 is a typical value of the
flow conductance (¼ ksD
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Fig. 1. Relevant characteristics of the experimental lagoon basin. Plan view (a) and

section A–A (b) of the experimental apparatus. (c) Movement of the weir and

comparison between the imposed and reproduced tidal levels within the lagoonal

basin. (d) Grain size distribution of the cohesionless plastic grains used in the

experimental apparatus.

Table 1
Summary of the experiments carried out in the tidal basin.

Run a (cm) T (s) Inlet shape B (cm) D0 (cm)

1 2.0 480 Rectangular 100.0 0.0

2 2.0 600 Trapezoidal 20.0 1.5

3 1.0 480 Trapezoidal 20.0 0.0

4 1.0 480 Trapezoidal 20.0 0.0

The various quantities are defined as follows: a, amplitude of the tidal wave; T,

wave period; B, width of the tidal inlet at the initial bed elevation; D0, average

depth of the initial tidal flat configuration, referred to the mean sea level.
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roughness coefficient and g the gravitational constant). The other
dimensionless quantities appearing into Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) read:

F2
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and represent the usual Froude number (Fr), the relative
importance of local inertia (S) and friction (R) with respect to
gravity, and the normalized tidal amplitude (e). In order to ensure
a complete hydrodynamic similarity these parameters must attain
the same values on the model and the prototype (hereinafter,
identified with the subfix m and p). Denoting by l (¼ L�m=L�p) and
lD (¼D�m=D�p) the planimetric and vertical reduction scales, and
requiring that rc ¼cm=cp ¼ 1 (c¼ Fr ; S;R; e) the following rela-
tionships should then be satisfied in order to ensure a complete
hydrodynamic similarity:

ru ¼ l1=2
D ; ru ¼

l
rt
; rC ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
l
lD

s
; ð7Þ

where rt , ru and rC are the scale ratios of time, velocity and flow
conductance, respectively.

In order to allow a reproduction of the movable bed
topography we also consider the similitude concerning the
sediment transport, requiring the preservation on the model and
the prototype of the dimensionless Shields parameter,
t¼ t�=ðrDgd�s Þ (with t� the local bed shear stress), and of the
particle Reynolds number, Rp ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dgd�3s

q
=n (with D¼ rs=r� 1 the

relative density of immersed sediments, d�s the sediment size, and
n the kinematic viscosity of water). Imposing rt ¼ rRp

¼ 1, we
obtain

rC ¼ rurds; rds ¼ r�1=3
D : ð8Þ

The question then arises whether it is possible to fulfill all the
conditions implied by relationships (7) and (8). It can easily be
demonstrated that both the Froude similitude and the similitude

of local inertia and advection, ensured by the first two conditions
(7), can be satisfied by considering a vertically distorted model. On
the contrary, the third of Eq. (7), embodying the so-called
roughness condition, is usually not fulfilled because of the too
large roughness characterizing the model. The Shield stress
similitude given by the first of Eq. (8), in which ru is imposed by
the Froude similitude while the sediment size ratio can be
suitably varied by changing the sediment density of the model
(see, e.g., the second of Eq. (8)), provides a value of conductance
much likely reproducible on the model.

3. Experimental results

The four experiments reported here aimed at understanding
the physical processes, as well as boundary and initial conditions,
which lead to the initiation and subsequent development of a tidal
channel network, starting from a plane horizontal tidal flat
located behind a barrier island and connected through the sea
by a single inlet.

Each experiment started forcing the initially flat bed topo-
graphy with a given tidal wave, whose characteristics were chosen
in order to ensure the long-wave character of the tide. Table 1
reports the amplitude a and the period T of the tide and the
average depth D0 of the initial tidal flat configuration (referred to
the mean sea level) characterizing each test. The characteristics of
the tide were varied during Runs 1 and 2 while were kept constant
in Runs 3 and 4. The time required to complete a single
experiment ranged from 30 to 60 days.

For a given tidal period (i.e., 8–12 min) a channel network was
observed to form only for small enough values of the tidal
amplitude (1.0–2.0 cm), such that the lagoonal bed was subject to
wetting and drying processes, at least at the beginning of the
experiment (Fig. 2a and b). If the tidal amplitude was too large,
intense sediment transport occurred and large bedforms formed

Fig. 2. Typical examples of the morphologic patterns observed in the experiments. (a) Morphological evolution of the bottom topography characterized by the presence of a

tidal channel network, and of intertidal regions subject to wetting and drying processes, as observed in Run 4; (b) overview of the channel network structure observed at

the end of Run 4: note the bedforms occurring in proximity of the inlet and the localized scours in proximity of channel confluences and channel bends; (c) particular of the

bedforms occurring in the scoured region which forms close to the inlet; and (d) particular of the pronounced localized scours at channel confluences.

L. Stefanon et al. / Continental Shelf Research 30 (2010) 950–962 953
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over the entire basin, and the growth of a channel network was
inhibited. In any case, a wide scour, covered by dunes, formed near
the inlet (Fig. 2c). The channel network was eventually observed
to originate only from the landward border of such a scoured
region.

All of the generated networks displayed deeper scoured
regions at channel bifurcations or channel bends (Fig. 2d), as
commonly experienced by actual tidal channel networks. Im-
portantly, the lagoon always experienced a progressive net
erosion, with the consequent reduction of its mean bottom
elevation. This was due both to the lack of sediment inputs from
external sources (e.g., mimicking the contribution of rivers) and to
a net export of sediment towards the sea. This latter circumstance
is essentially related to the absence in the model of along shore
currents and sediment re-suspension processes at the sea. In the
following we will describe more in detail the distinctive features
of each experiment.

3.1. Run 1

After about 220 tidal cycles a few isolated channels started to
form at the landward edges of the scoured region in front of the
inlet, beginning to cut through the undissected portions of the
lagoon. These channels progressively elongated through head-
ward growth, in particular during the ebb phase, and after about
1200 cycles, four main, nearly straight channels were present
(Fig. 3a). Some of the smaller tributaries of these channels proved
to be unstable: these small channels were sometimes observed to
abandon the main channel to join another one, or migrated
laterally. After about 2300 cycles, the main channels lengthened
significantly and at about 2900 cycle three pronounced bends
were observed to develop along one of these channels (Fig. 3b).
However, owing to the progressive lowering of the lagoonal
bottom produced by the net transport of sediments towards the
inlet and out of the basin, the small scale bed forms (mainly

dunes), initially covering the deep scour facing the inlet,
progressively extended throughout the lagoon, tending to
destroy the channel network (Fig. 3b). After 3900 cycles the
mean water level was then slightly lowered (of about 0.5 cm) in
order to smooth out small scale bedforms and to enhance flux
concentration during the ebb phase over large portions of the
lagoon (Fig. 3c). Fig. 3d shows the distribution of bottom
elevations at about 6000 cycles, when the experiment was
stopped.

3.2. Run 2

The water level at the beginning of the experiment was high
enough to submerge the lagoon bed during the whole tidal cycle.
After about 800 cycles, some isolated and unstable channels
started to form at the landward boundary of the scoured inlet
region. At about 1300 cycles the mean water level was reduced to
favor flux concentration over the sediment surface during the ebb
phase and, soon after, a more defined tidal network began to form
(Fig. 4a), characterized by the presence of three main channels
that lengthened significantly during the following tidal cycles
(Fig. 4b). Also in this experiment we observed the formation of
pronounced localized scours at the main junctions (Fig. 4c). In the
last 1000 cycles the channels deepened appreciably, due to a
further progressive reduction in the mean water level, forming a
more complex networks (Fig. 4d).

3.3. Run 3

The characteristics of the forcing tide were kept constant
during the whole experiment. A channel formed after about 130
tidal cycles (Fig. 5a), while a second channel (symmetrical to the
first one with respect to the inlet) formed after about 600 tidal
cycles (Fig. 5b). These two channels subsequently branched out,
deepening and further developing through headward growth,

Fig. 3. Distribution of bottom elevations measured within the lagoon in Run 1

after: (a) 1200 cycles; (b) 2900 cycles; (c) 3910 cycles; and (d) 5950 cycles. Vertical

bands are the consequences of changing tidal levels during the acquisition of the

bathymetry. Elevations are referred to the initial uniform bottom elevation.

Fig. 4. Distribution of bottom elevations measured within the lagoon in Run 2

after: (a) 2200 cycles; (b) 6270 cycles; (c) 6845 cycles; and (d) 7700 cycles. Vertical

bands are the consequences of changing tidal levels during the acquisition of the

bathymetry. Elevations are referred to the initial uniform bottom elevation.
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until they reached the landward side of the tidal basin. After about
900 tidal cycles, other two channels developed in the inlet region,
in the central part of the basin. Such newly forming channels
subsequently deepened and joined together giving rise to the
central channel (shorter than the two main lateral channels)
shown in Fig. 5c and d. After about 6500 tidal cycles the network
configuration was characterized by the presence of two lateral
nearly symmetrical channels, exhibiting two meanders and

various tributaries, and by the presence of a central channel,
characterized by one meander and some branching links.

3.4. Run 4

This experiment was carried out under the same conditions of
the previous one (Run 3), in order to study the possible
reproducibility of an experimental tidal network configuration.
A central channel was observed to develop after about 280 tidal
cycles, exhibiting two meanders in the landward reach (Fig. 6a).
The central channel branched significantly, leading to the
formation of two distinct channels, nearly symmetrical with
respect to the basin axis (Fig. 6b). Another channel developed at
the left of the lagoon inlet, attaining a significant degree of
ramification after about 3300 tidal cycles. The subsequent
morphological evolution experienced by the lagoon was strongly
conditioned by the meandering of the main channel located at the
right of the basin axis (whose positive direction is landward)
(Fig. 6c). The planform migration of a large bend produced the
confluence of the landward reach of this channel into the main
channel, formed at the left of the basin axis. Eventually, two
symmetrical channels branched out from the short straight
channel which, owing to the confluence, was generated at the
landward edge of the inlet scour (Fig. 6d). In the following stages,
the remaining portion of the right channel, located seawards of
this confluence evolved separately. An equilibrium configuration
was approximately reached after about 5700 tidal cycles, which
remained essentially unchanged until the experiment was
stopped (after 7845 cycles).

4. Discussion

Before addressing specifically the analysis of the morphologic
features exhibited by the tidal channel networks shown in Figs. 3–6,
it is worthwhile to briefly discuss the nature of the processes
driving their formation. Fig. 7 portrays the temporal evolution of
the mean lagoonal bottom elevation, zb, made dimensionless with
the initial mean bottom elevation of each experiment, z0. It clearly
appears that some sort of equilibrium (embodied by the nearly
horizontal trajectories of the dimensionless mean bottom
elevation) is attained in Runs 1, 3, 4, whereas the lagoonal bed
was still deepening when Run 2 was stopped. The much more
regular, monotonically decreasing trend exhibited by Runs 3 and 4

Fig. 5. Distribution of bottom elevations measured within the lagoon in Run 3

after: (a) 127 cycles; (b) 756 cycles; (c) 3660 cycles; and (d) 6471 cycles. Elevations

are referred to the initial uniform bottom elevation.

Fig. 6. Distribution of bottom elevations measured within the lagoon in Run 4

after: (a) 750 cycles; (b) 2828 cycles; (c) 4757 cycles; and (d) 7845 cycles.

Elevations are referred to the initial uniform bottom elevation.
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is related to the steadiness of the forcing conditions adopted in
those tests. Conversely, the changes in the characteristics of the
tidal forcing imposed in Runs 1 and 2 give rise to abrupt variations
in the mean bottom elevation. In particular it emerges that: (i)
variations imposed to both the tidal period and the tidal
amplitude, at least in the range of values considered in our
tests, weakly affect the mean lagoon bottom elevation; (ii) the
decrease in the mean water level produces abrupt, almost
instantaneous, increases in bed erosion processes and, as a
consequence, a net deepening of the mean lagoon bottom; and
(iii) the increase in the mean water level does not produce a
significant variation in the mean bottom elevation.

The latter result is a consequence of the erosive, ebb-
dominated character of the experimental lagoon in which
sediments are invariably exported seawards, and no deposition
processes occur due to the lack in external sediment supply and
the prevalence of bedload transport (erosional scenario). Indeed,
although ebb and flood peak velocities promoted a certain amount
of suspended load within the channels, sediments were not able
to disperse over the intertidal flats, contributing to their accretion.
For these reasons, depositional scenarios occurring when accre-
tion processes balance or overcome the effects of increasing
relative mean sea levels, cannot be strictly analyzed with the
experimental apparatus described herein. In particular the
experiments cannot address neither processes of network forma-
tion and development occurring when tidal morphologies keep
pace with relative sea-level rise (i.e., when deposition rates
balance the rate of sea-level rise, see, e.g., D’Alpaos et al., 2007a;
Kirwan and Murray, 2007), nor processes of network formation
and development occurring where a basin gradually fills in (i.e.,
when deposition rates are greater than the rate of sea-level rise).

Nevertheless, the apparent discrepancy between the deposi-
tional scenario, often exhibited by coastal lagoons (Nichols and
Boon, 1994), and the erosive behavior (erosional scenario)
characterizing the present experiments can be solved by obser-
ving that the morphodynamic feedbacks occurring in the
erosional case are essentially the same that occur under deposi-
tional conditions. In fact, in both cases, the shape and the
planform configuration of the channels are essentially determined
by the location where the bed shear stress exceeds the critical
threshold for sediment motion. However, in the depositional
scenario the driving mechanism is preferential deposition where
flow is weaker, whereas, in the erosional case, the leading
mechanism is erosion where the flow is stronger. The develop-
ment of the network eventually ends when erosion balances
deposition (Friedrichs, 1995; Lanzoni and Seminara, 2002; Defina
et al., 2007).

The experimental evidence also indicates that channel initia-
tion and development occurred through headward growth, a
process particularly active during the partial drying of the
sediment surface, when flux concentration within the channels
is enhanced and, hence, higher bed shear stresses are produced.
This behavior agrees with field observations (e.g., Myrick and
Leopold, 1963; Bayliss-Smith et al., 1978; Pethick, 1980; Healey
et al., 1981) indicating that in tidal creeks maximum ebb velocities
occur once the water has left the adjacent intertidal surface and is
flowing through the channels, and corroborates the speculations
on early development of tidal channels put forward by Pethick
(1969), Allen (2000), Fagherazzi and Sun (2004), D’Alpaos et al.
(2005, 2007b), and Hughes et al. (2009) among others. We thus
suggest that channel headward growth, driven by the spatial
distribution of local shear stress, and tributary addition (possibly
originating at sites where the stress increases along bends) are the
chief land-forming agents for network formation in unvegetated
real settings. Clearly, the presence of vegetation can promote
different mechanisms of channel initiation. As documented by

Redfield (1972), narrow channels can form as a salt marsh
vegetated platform progrades on high enough tidal flats, con-
stricting them, or can be generated by the reconnection of salt
pans (Perillo, 1995). Moreover, recent numerical modeling of
plant-flow feedbacks show that dynamic vegetation patches may
play a crucial role in tidal channel erosion (Temmerman et al.,
2007).

An interesting outlook on the different stages experienced by
the channel network during its development towards a nearly
equilibrium state can be obtained by analyzing the hydrodynamic
flow field at different phases of a certain experiment. This
analysis, however, can be hardly pursued through direct measure-
ments, given the extremely slow and shallow flow conditions
which develop in the experimental apparatus. Fig. 8 then shows
an example of the spatial distribution of flow velocity computed
within the lagoon through the two-dimensional hydrodynamic
model recalled in Section 2.2. Four different instants of the tidal
cycle (i.e., high water slack, maximum ebb, low water slack and
maximum flood at the inlet, see Fig. 8c) have been considered for
the bed configurations reached after about 1700 tidal cycles
(Fig. 8, row a) and at the end of Run 4 (Fig. 8, row b). The
intermediate configuration was chosen because its mean bottom
elevation was high enough (see Fig. 7) to ensure the drying of
wide areas during the ebb phase of the tide, whereas almost the
entire lagoon was always submerged in the final configuration.
The numerical results obtained for the intermediate lagoon
configuration (Fig. 8, row a, and d) indicate that the maximum
flow velocities (and, as a consequence, the maximum bottom
shear stresses) are attained during the ebb phase, in
correspondence of the deeper scour facing the inlet and within
the channels departing from it. Landward channel reaches exhibit
lower flow velocities compared to those characterizing sites
located in proximity of the inlet; however, the velocities in
these tributaries are greater than those experienced by the
adjacent unchanneled areas. As a consequence, in this phase of
the lagoon evolution the flow tends to concentrate within the
channel network (Fig. 8d) which, therefore, experiences
rapid morphological modifications. Conversely, even if in the
final configuration the lagoon is dissected by a well defined
channel network, the decrease in the mean lagoon bottom
elevation (and therefore the increase in mean water depth)
prevents a marked concentration of the flux within the network.
The velocity fields reported in Fig. 8b and e, in fact, resemble a
sheet flow, only slightly influenced by the presence of the channel
network. The present experiments then indicate that the
imprinting of the channel network is rapidly attained when the
mean lagoon depth is low enough to allow flux concentration
within the channels during the ebb-phase. As the lagoon depth
increases as a consequence of an increasing submergence, nearly
sheet flow conditions tend to establish and the channel network
evolves less rapidly towards an asymptotic equilibrium
configuration (as illustrated by the networks observed in Runs 3
and 4 after about 5000 tidal cycles). This latter scenario is similar
to that occurring when a mature lagoon (e.g., the Venice Lagoon)
undergoes periods of increasing submergence owing to the
combined action of subsidence and sea level rise (Teatini et al.,
2007). Sheet flow conditions also establish in the early phases of
lagoon formation, in the depositional scenario, when the accreting
surface has not yet reached an elevation allowing flux
concentration: in this case, however, the channel network has
still to form. The present experiments also provide interesting
information on the adaptation of channel geometry to tidal prism
variations. Both field observations (O’Brien, 1969; Jarrett, 1976),
and theoretical and numerical analyses (Marchi, 1990; Hughes,
2002; D’Alpaos et al., 2009) indicate that a power law of the form
O¼ kPa relates the inlet minimum cross-sectional area, O, to the
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flowing tidal prism, P (i.e., total water volume entering a
lagoon during a characteristic tidal cycle). The proportionality
coefficient, k, and the exponent, a, of this law, hereinafter recalled
as the O’Brien–Jarrett–Marchi law, essentially depend on the
formula used to estimate the flow conductance, C (D’Alpaos
et al., 2009). For example, expressing C through the Gauckler–
Strickler roughness predictor, it turns out that a¼ 6

7 and
k¼ ðp ffiffiffi

g
p

Tu�1
�c k�1

s B1=6Þ
6=7, with u�c the friction velocity critical for

incipient sediment motion (Marchi, 1990). For the final
configuration of each run Fig. 9 portrays the cross-sectional area
O as a function of the modified tidal prism, cP, where, following
Hughes (2002), the quantity c¼ Tu�1

�c k�1
s B1=6, resulting from the

structure of the proportionality coefficient k, has been considered
in order to properly account for the tidal forcing, sediment
characteristics and the inlet geometry adopted in the model. Inlet
minimum cross-sectional area is determined on the basis of the
surveyed evolving bathymetry and on the minimum water level
attained at the inlet through the tidal cycle, while the tidal prism
is computed as

P¼

Z
S
ðhmaxðxÞ �max½zðxÞ;hminðxÞ�Þdx; ð9Þ

where S is the lagoonal surface; hmaxðxÞ;hminðxÞ are the maximum
and the minimum local tidal levels, respectively; and
max½zðxÞ;hminðxÞ� is the maximum between local topographic
elevation, zðxÞ, and hminðxÞ. It clearly emerges that both in Runs 3
and 4, which are characterized by the same initial and forcing
conditions, the inlet cross-sectional area almost attains the value
prescribed by the O’Brien–Jarrett–Marchi relationship. In this case
the final configurations are the closest to the theoretical lines
obtained by estimating the proportionality coefficient on the basis
of plausible values of the roughness coefficient in the model
(ks ¼ 30250 m1=3 s�1). Furthermore, both in Runs 3 and 4, inlet
cross-sectional areas tend to the same value, dictated by the
nearly identical flowing tidal prism. On the other hand, as a
consequence of the variations in the tide characteristics occurred
during Runs 1 and 2 (see Fig. 7) the points representing the final
configuration of these runs are not the closest to the O’Brien–
Jarrett–Marchi law.

Let us now turn to analyze in detail the structure of the
planimetric networks shown in Fig. 10, extracted on the basis of
the final morphological configuration of each experiment.
Channel cross sections usually display a gently curved semi-
circular shape, with mean depth, D, and top width, B, falling in the
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ranges 1–2 and 8–10 cm, respectively. Fig. 11 indicates that for the
investigated channels (numbered in Fig. 10) an almost linear
relationship exists between channel width and mean channel
depth, the scatter of points being mainly related to the presence of
confluences or bends where localized scour occurs. The nearly
constant width to depth ratio b¼ B=D (the inverse of the slope of
the fitting straight lines of Fig. 11) which characterizes each of the
considered channels, was found to vary mainly between 10 and
30, with a lower limit of 5 and an upper limit of 60. Lower

b-values characterize the smaller channels usually getting dry
during the tidal cycle, whereas larger b-values characterize the
larger channels. In order to compare these results to those
occurring in the field, it is instructive to recall the arguments
reported in Section 2.3. Indeed, it is readily obtained that
bp ¼ blD=l and, therefore, the transfer to the prototype of the
values of b (¼ bm) observed in the model is dictated by the
distortion ratio lD=l. This latter quantity essentially derives from
the period and the amplitude of the tide chosen in the model
which, in turn, determine the values attained by rt and lD, given
the characteristics of the tide on the prototype. Let us first
consider a semi-diurnal tide (Tp ¼ 43 200 s) with amplitude
typical of micro-tidal environments (ap ¼ 1:0 m). For the
constant tidal forcing conditions characterizing Runs 3 and 4
(am ¼ 0:01 m, Tm ¼ 480 s) it turns out that lD=l¼ 9:0 and, hence,
bpC502150. This range of b is similar to that characterizing the
sandy tidal flats facing the inlets of the Venice Lagoon (Italy),
determined on the basis of the data collected by D�enaix (1811) at
the beginning of the XIX century, before the significant man-
induced modifications experienced by the lagoon as a
consequence of the construction of inlet jetties, the excavation
of a number of huge artificial channels and the subsidence
determined by water withdrawal. If we now consider a typical
meso-tidal environment (ap ¼ 2:0 m), the distortion ratio
decreases (lD=l¼ 6:4), thus leading to bpC252125. This range
of bp is reasonably close to that observed for the channels which,
departing from the various inlets of the Dutch Wadden Sea,
innervate the backward sandy tidal flats (Marciano et al., 2005).
We therefore deem that the cross-sectional geometry observed in
the present experiments can be taken to reasonably represent the
features of real channels dissecting sandy tidal flats. Conversely,
tidal creeks incised in cohesive intertidal mud deposits or draining
vegetated marsh surfaces are expected to exhibit lower values of b

Fig. 9. The modified tidal prism, cP, is plotted versus the minimum inlet cross-sectional area, O. The shaded area represents the range of the theoretical O’Brian–Jarrett–

Marchi laws, determined by estimating the proportionality coefficient on the basis of reliable values of the roughness coefficient in the model (ks ¼ 30250 m1=3 s�1). In the

inset we compare our experimental results with data available in the literature, including both field observations and the results of physical models (Mayor-Mora, 1973;

Jarrett, 1976; Byrne et al., 1980; Seabergh et al., 2001; Hughes, 2002), and the O’Brian–Jarrett–Marchi law resulting from the fitting of all data.

Fig. 10. Final network configurations extracted from the topographies measured at

the end of Runs 1, 2, 3 and 4. The numbers (from 1 to 8) reported in the plots

denote the channels that were considered in the morphometric analyses.
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(Garofalo, 1980; Leopold et al., 1993; Marani et al., 2002; Lawrence
et al., 2004).

Another striking feature observed in the field is the nearly
exponential landward decrease of tidal channel width (e.g.,
Myrick and Leopold, 1963; Lanzoni and Seminara, 1998; Marani
et al., 2002; Lanzoni and Seminara, 2002). In order to evaluate
such a decrease, it is useful to express the dependence of the
channel width B from the intrinsic channel axis coordinate, s

(taken positive in the landward direction) as BðsÞ ¼ B0 expðs=LBÞ,
where B0 is the channel width at s¼ 0, and LB is the convergence

length of the channel. Fig. 12 shows the semi-log plots of BðsÞ

versus s for some of the channels numbered in Fig. 10,
documenting the progressive exponential widening experienced
seaward by the experimental channels. The deviations from this
exponential relationship, which in some cases characterize the
smaller channel widths are likely to be an artifact of the poor
morphologic resolution of small channels in our digital elevation
data set.

The objective quantification of site specific features of channel
network development and important morphological similarities/
differences between experimental and real networks can be
captured by introducing measures of the extent of the unchan-
neled flow length, ‘, i.e., the mean flow distance from a point on
the intertidal platform to the nearest channel (Marani et al.,
2003). The determination of this quantity requires the definition
of suitable drainage directions defined by hydrodynamic, rather
than topographic, gradients (Rinaldo et al., 1999a). Fig. 13 portrays
a comparison of the probability distributions (pdf) of
dimensionless unchanneled lengths, ‘=‘max (‘max being the
maximum unchanneled length) computed for the synthetic
network configurations attained at the end of each experiment.
The observed networks resemble the exponential probability
distribution usually displayed by actual tidal networks, consisting
of an approximately linear trend in a semi-log plot (Marani et al.,
2003). In any case, the mean unchanneled path length (i.e., the
slope of the semi-log plot) varies appreciably from run to run. This
variability also characterizes field observations (Marani et al.,
2003) indicating that ‘ fluctuates considerably in space even in
adjacent sites. Interestingly, the probability distributions of ‘ are
quite different also in tests (Runs 3 and 4) carried out under the
same tidal forcing. This behavior can be explained by the influence
exerted by initial conditions on the final structure of the channel
network. Indeed, the initial flat bed of Run 3 was likely
characterized by a small transverse slope, as suggested by the
strongly asymmetric development experienced by the channel
network in its early stages (see Fig. 5a). Conversely, the initial
bed of Run 4 was almost horizontal, thus promoting a much
more symmetrical early evolution of the channel network
(see Fig. 6a).

Even though the analyses so far reported emphasize that the
experimentally generated networks are characterized by relevant
geomorphic features similar to those observed for real networks, a
number of scale effects needs surely to be accounted for. We have
already observed that the distortion ratio lD=l is essentially
dictated by the values attained by the period and the amplitude of
the tide on the model and in the prototype. The former are fixed
by the requirement that the tidal wave is much longer than the
lagoon (in order to maintain the characteristics typical of a long
wave) and that the intertidal areas tend to dry during the ebb
phase, allowing the concentration of the flux needed for channel
incision. Table 2 summarizes the application of the scaling
arguments reported in Section 2.3 to the case of two typical
micro- and meso-tidal lagoons with ap ¼ 1 and 2 m, respectively.
Macro-tidal conditions are not considered here because barrier
lagoon are scarce in these tidal environments. Starting data for our
considerations are the typical experimental flow depths observed
in the channels, over the tidal flats and at the inlet. Further
assuming a semi-diurnal tide in the prototype, it turns out that
the distortion ratio decreases when increasing the tidal range in
the prototype. In the case of micro-tidal environments, the
conditions prescribed by the third of Eq. (7) and the first of
Eq. (8) implies nearly similar values of conductance scale rC

(C0:3320:34). On the contrary, for a meso-tidal prototype the
flow conductance ratio prescribed by Shield stress similitude
(C0:24) is much smaller than that resulting from the roughness
condition. The micro-tidal prototype that emerges from this
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similitude exercise, is thus a back-barrier basin having an
extension of 3600� 4700 m2, characterized by sandy tidal flats
with average depth of about 0.3 m, incised by 2 m-deep channels.
These are the typical characteristics of the sandy tidal-flat region
located behind the inlets of the Venice Lagoon in the relatively
natural configuration monitored at the beginning of the XIX
century, and of small micro-tidal lagoons facing the high Adriatic
sea, in particular those existing at the mouth of the Po river. On
the other hand, the meso-tidal prototype resulting from the
similitude has an extension of about 5000� 6700 m2, and is
characterized by sandy tidal flats with average depth of about
0.6 m, incised by 4 m-deep channels. This configuration resembles
the tidal sub-basins extending landwards of the various inlets of
the Dutch Wadden Sea (Marciano et al., 2005).

The morphometric analysis of the synthetic networks and the
scaling exercise allowing the comparison with real back-barrier
tidal networks, are rather encouraging despite of scale effects and
a number of processes not accounted for in the model. Among
these processes we can mention: (i) the absence of along shore
currents and sediment re-suspension processes at the sea, which
might crucially affect the shape of the inlet and the supply of
sediment to the lagoon; (ii) sediment heterogeneity, in particular
with reference to the fine cohesive muddy fraction which
commonly prevails in inner portions of a lagoon, while the areas
close to the inlets are often sandy (Amos et al., 2004; Umgiesser
et al., 2006); and (iii) vegetation encroachment which strongly
contributes to the morphodynamic evolution of the marsh surface
and of the channel network. Sediment cohesion and vegetation
growth are likely to affect the shape of channel cross sections,
producing more stable and incised channel networks, with
smaller width-to-depth ratios.

5. Conclusions

The dynamics of tidal channel network formation has been
investigated through a series of preliminary experiments carried
out in a large laboratory apparatus. The morphometric analyses of
the synthetic tidal networks point at close analogies with actual
networks. The similarity between probability distributions of
unchanneled flow lengths, ‘, of actual and synthetic networks, as
well as the range of variation of the aspect ratio, b, suggest that
present experiments provide means to improve our understand-
ing of the main morphodynamic processes responsible for the
initial growth and subsequent development of channel networks
within back-barrier tidal basins. In particular, both the laboratory
observations and the analysis of the hydrodynamic flow field
carried out with a two-dimensional, fixed bed numerical model
suggest that the experimental channel networks form, starting
from an initially flat and horizontal bed, only for: (i) small
enough values of the flow depth; (ii) mean water levels and
tidal amplitudes allowing drying of the bottom and hence
flux concentration, during the ebb phase; and (iii) tidal periods
in the range 8–12 min. Higher flow depths enhance the formation
of bed forms (ripples and dunes) and prevent the formation of
well defined channels. The rate of network growth was particu-
larly high during the early stages of each experiments, in
particular after the channel network has attained a certain
degree of elaboration through headward growth and tributary
addition. In this phase of rapid growth, channel elongation was
approximately of 1.5–2 cm every 150 tidal cycles. At the end of
such a phase, the tidal network experienced only small adjust-
ments.

The observed behavior supports the hypothesis of a quite
rapid initial growth phase of the channel network as the bed of a
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back-barrier lagoon reach a mean elevation allowing flux
concentration over the tidal flats and, hence, excess of bed
shear stress needed for channel incision. After this initial stage,
the network structure undergoes a slower elaboration, e.g., by
meandering, and by the adjustment of channel geometry to
variations in the local tidal prism through contractions/expan-
sions.

Clearly, the present experiments are not conclusive: they
represent a first preliminary set of tests, aimed at investigating
the complex mechanisms and dynamics characterizing the
evolution of tidal networks. Other points also need to be
addressed in the near future. In particular, the effects of the
initial configuration (plane in the present experiments) on
channel network structure needs to be analyzed, possibly
accounting for the random irregularities that likely characterize
the bottom topography of actual tidal flats. The analysis of
sediment cohesion, often characterizing large portions of lagoonal
environments, and the influence of vegetation stabilization acting
after the transition of tidal flats to salt marshes are deemed of
importance, as well. Finally, the study of the influence exerted by
different boundary conditions (e.g., the role of different inlet
lagoon location and of external input of sediments) deserves
further attention.
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